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In most western societies, the role of the legislature was originally based upon the principle of the separation of powers, as ‘developed’ by Montesquieu in his *De l’esprit des lois* (Montesquieu [1748] 1979), and upon the principle of the rule of law. Elected representatives in parliament adopt the law, the executive applies the law and is limited in its powers by the law, and courts test the executive’s decisions against the law and thus interpret the law. In modern states, the principle of the separation of powers does not fully apply. In particular the role of the executive in the law-making process has changed. As indicated by Türk, modern governments have broad legislative competence, leading to a decrease in the role of parliaments in the adoption of legislation. Modern bureaucratic administrations are better suited to generate the necessary laws, especially in times when state intervention covers many fields (Türk 2006, p. 8). The theoretical responsibility of the state for everything has resulted in the practical presence of the state in every aspect of life, thus causing a flood of laws (Karpen 1996, p. 55).

Today, this is generally seen as one of the major weaknesses of the legislature. There are too many laws, sometimes they contradict each other, or they are inaccessible. In general, legislatures are criticized for the phenomenon of ‘overregulation’ and for producing poor-quality legislation which ignores input from citizens and stifles private initiative. Already since the late 1980s, many countries have adopted deregulation programmes, today usually referred to as ‘better regulation’ (Wiener 2006).

It was probably not a coincidence that the same period saw the global rise of non-state law, i.e., all kinds of self-regulation and soft law (guidelines, handbooks, etc.), aimed at issues of public interest that, undoubtedly, are issues that normally are or can be governed by ‘official’ law as well. Such ‘non-state law’ is generated by a whole range of very different non-state actors such as business organizations, groups of individual companies, non governmental organizations or other non-profit organizations, or combinations of these, sometimes even with some government involvement (usually referred to as ‘co-regulation’). The rapid growth of non-state law can be observed not only at the national level, but also at the regional
(for instance, European) level and the international level. The latter is not only relevant for international institutions, including institutions of the EU, but also for the national state legislature, both directly and indirectly (through its involvement in international and EU law). In many policy fields, the international or regional level cannot be clearly distinguished from the national level.

Non-state law has several advantages over traditional state law. Most importantly, since the people who develop, apply and enforce the rules are the same as those bound by them, these people are probably more committed to them than to state rules. In addition, they are better known to the regulated, easier to understand, more flexible (in the sense that they can be changed more easily than official state rules), and so, in general are more effective (Baldwin and Cave 1999, p. 40). Therefore, non-state law is considered to be an alternative to state law. In addition to reducing the shortcomings of state law, non-state law could also be better suited to address problems connected to globalization, as non-state law is not necessarily restrained by national borders (Bastmeijer and Verschuuren 2005, p. 317).

These developments, i.e., the growing role of the executive and the diminishing role of parliament in the law-making process, and at the same time the rise of non-state law, have many fundamental as well as practical implications for legislatures around the world. The rule of law ideally reserves a monopoly position for democratically legitimized legislatures to act decisively in order to solve societal problems by way of legislation. What does the decreasing role of the legislature mean for the concept of the rule of law and, vice versa, what does the rule of law mean for non-state law? Practical questions arise as to the relationship between laws and regulations by the state and non-state law. Should legislatures keep an eye on the development of non-state law in a certain policy field, should they take it into account when drafting new legislation, or should they even integrate non-state law into statutes and regulations?

This particularly topical and complex problem is the leading theme of this book. The focus is on the interaction between state legislatures and state regulators on the one hand, and regulations and other regulatory activity by non-state actors on the other. We take a broad perspective not only by looking at statutory and regulatory law, but also by including in our scope the process of implementation and enforcement of laws and regulations, as well as application of laws and regulations by the judiciary.

The central question of the book is thus the following:

To what extent does non-state law currently influence state regulation, and what should be the consequences of non-state law for state regulation?
The two parts of the question can be understood as follows. The first part of the question involves clarification of the different phenomena that can be grouped under the heading of non-state law. What different forms of regulation by non-state actors is the legislator confronted with and how do these interact with state law? Codes of conduct, rule-making by private organizations, trade customs – they are all examples of law of which the primary author is not the state legislature. Does the legislature take such phenomena into account, either explicitly or implicitly?

The second part of the question concerns the consequences for the role of state regulation. Should legislation be adapted to make room for non-state law? If the state legislature is not the only producer of rules, its primary task may change. The legislature may have to focus its attention on more specific tasks, such as protecting weak interests, and safeguarding rule of law values, legal certainty and democracy. Or can non-state law serve these interests just as well?

In this book, scholars in various fields of law, as well as socio-legal studies, from around the world address the central question in a cross-disciplinary manner. The book comprises two parts: a theoretical part and an empirical part.

In the theoretical part, non-state law is defined: its goals and functions, its legitimacy and its relationship to state law. From several theoretical starting points, conclusions will be drawn as to the consequences of non-state law for today's national legislature. In Chapter 2, the various attempts in international socio-legal literature to construct a general theory of non-state law are examined through concepts such as ‘living law’ (Ehrlich), ‘emergent law’ (Selznick), ‘implicit law’ (Fuller), ‘intuitive law’ (Petrazycki) and ‘law as whatever people recognize as law’ (Tamanaha). Analysing these concepts, Hertogh focuses on two dimensions: the distinction between ‘subjective’ and ‘objective’ approaches to non-state law, and the question of whether non-state law is something which will eventually develop into state law. In this chapter, a broad overview is given of the legal theory on non-state law, focusing on the main question of the book, i.e., the relationship between non-state and state law.

The next three chapters are closely related, focusing on the theoretical core of law and non-state law. First, Krygier goes into the relationship between state and non-state law through a critical analysis of the work of Philip Selznick, who can be seen as the most influential author on this topic. Because of the dominance of Selznick’s work, this book would have been incomplete without such an analysis. Since the book mainly deals with the question of what still is or should be the role of state law, given the growing role of non-state law, the author focuses his analysis on this question.
Then, Taekema further defines state and non-state law along the lines of its functions, taking a legal theory perspective (i.e., based on legal theory literature). The chapter is interesting because it goes into more detail regarding the various functions of the law in general and may offer better insight into the part to be played by the state legislature, and how big a part that could be, and probably also into what exactly has to be regulated by the government. The exciting question that remains is whether such an approach really leads to concrete indications as to the future role of regulators.

Finally, van Klink goes into the differences between state and non-state law starting from the discussion between legal sociology and positivist legal science on what law is. In that discussion, the conceptual and political question of what norms can be legitimately enforced is important. Originally this debate focused on the recognition of (for instance) tribal law, but more recently sociologists have tended to include all kinds of non-state law. The main argument seems to be based on the concept of democracy: non-state law is preferred over state law because it is supposed to originate directly from ‘the people’ themselves. Van Klink criticizes this point of view and defends a positivist conception of law instead, without neglecting the emancipative goals of non-state law. This chapter confronts a legal vision on non-state law with sociological and political views, especially focusing on the position of the legislature within this debate, since the legislature, as one of the three state powers, has a special position within the concept of democracy.

Although these four chapters already set out a fairly complete and substantive theoretical basis for providing answers to the research questions formulated above, a legal history perspective is still required. In the last chapter of the theoretical part of the book, Tellegen-Couperus tests Ehrlich’s statement that, under Roman law, non-state law was the most important source of law, used by jurists to interpret the law, including state law. In his influential work, this legal sociologist uses the example of Roman law to show that public law laid down in statutes and judge-made law are not the prime sources of law, and should only be applied and understood in the light of norms that originated from institutions and structures in society. This legal history perspective on the book is interesting because it refutes Ehrlich’s statement which has consequences for the theoretical basis of non-state law.

In the empirical part of the book, examples of non-state law in the field of, among other things, international and national environmental law, law with regard to nanotechnology, tax law and health care law are discussed, again especially focusing on the consequences of these alternative sources of law for the state legislature, both on an international and a national level.

In the first of these empirical chapters, Gunningham shows how government regulators have lost (at least part of) their power to regulate
businesses, and how other forms of regulation have taken over (again part of) the role of government regulation. Then he goes into the regulatory reform that has been or is taking place as a consequence. Since we aim to focus the book on what (still) is, or should be the role of government regulation, in the light of the growing role of non-state law, the second part is the central focus of this chapter. In other words: what are the broader lessons for the future? Gunningham illustrates his chapter with empirical data and concrete examples from the field of environmental law.

The emergence of nanotechnologies creates huge governance challenges which, for instance in the UK and the US, are mainly tackled through self-regulation. The state legislature appears to view such self-regulation as a preparation for hard law. For example, the UK and US self-reporting schemes are expected to deliver information about nanotechnological properties and risks on the basis of which the applicability of existing legislation can be tested. Dorbeck-Jung and Van Amerom describe the UK soft law and self-regulation activities and their interaction with regulatory activities of other countries, the EU, the OECD and the ISO. Then they discuss the influence of these regulatory activities on UK legislation. In their analysis, they also pay attention to the various public interests involved in nanotechnological development and the conflicts between them. In this respect, the question arises how governmental support for nanotechnological innovation is balanced against protective measures that call for legislation. Does the UK government focus on soft law and self-regulation because it regards legislation as an impediment to desirable technological development? What insights does the UK case provide on the ‘hardness’ of soft law and self-regulation in nanotechnological governance?

The next chapter deals with tax law. Job goes into the issue of compliance with state law in Australia through programmes run by the tax office to achieve better compliance. Within these programmes, several private actors, such as the New South Wales Bar Association and large accounting companies, were very active, resulting in a close cooperation between state and non-state actors, towards self-regulation and new state tax law. Focusing on this part of the process generates answers to such questions as: Was the government indeed able to have private actors create non-state law? How did government regulators subsequently react to that non-state law? What were the consequences as far as compliance was concerned?

The next empirical chapter deals with the judiciary and the oldest category of non-state law: native law. How do judges deal with non-state law, in this case, with Australian aboriginal law? Dominello answers this question by going into case law on native title to land.

Subsequently, Lembcke focuses on the role of the state legislature in questions that are primarily dealt with in a non-state environment, in this
case the relationship between a patient and his doctor in an end of life situation. While the topic of euthanasia has already been discussed quite extensively in legal ethics literature, focusing on the role of the state legislature adds an interesting new perspective. This perspective is interesting for the book in cases where there actually is non-state law, for instance, agreements between a right-to-die association and the medical profession, or, on an individual level, an agreement between the doctor and his patient. In addition, the case of euthanasia is an interesting one because the role of the state in such personal, ethical questions clearly differs from issues such as environmental protection or the raising of taxes, where the state more naturally has a firm position. Lembeck proposes an integrative framework combining legislation and non-state law agreements.

After these five chapters, the final chapter of the empirical part takes a more general perspective, focusing specifically on the ‘official state law’ environment in which non-state law is applied. The question that arises is whether private organizations that, in one way or another, are involved in public policy are subject to (general) administrative law norms. Under Dutch law, various courts of law have approached this question differently. In this chapter, Peters looks into administrative (state) law that applies to non-state law made by private organizations, thus possibly limiting the opportunities non-state law has to offer. On the other hand, these limitations can also be viewed as a rightful intervention of the state legislature to bring non-state law into the public realm. For the book, this chapter is important because it offers an answer to the question of how the state legislature can and should intervene in non-state law.

In the concluding chapter, the results from the theoretical and the empirical approaches to the central question will be further analysed and appraised in order to give a convincing answer to the research questions formulated above. By doing so, we hope to be able to give directions to national legislators in a time where norms regulating societal problems stem from a wide range of actors.
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